Processing DOSY spectra using the regularized resolvent transform.
A new method for processing diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) data is presented. This method, the regularized resolvent transform (iRRT-the i denoting the adaptation of the method to evaluate the inverse Laplace transform), is better than conventional processing techniques for generating 2D DOSY spectra using data that has poor chemical shift resolution. From the same data, it is possible to use the iRRT to generate 1D subspectra corresponding to different components of the sample mixture; these subspectra compare favorably to 1D spectra of the pure substances. Both the 2D spectra and the 1D subspectra offer a vast improvement over results generated using a conventional processing technique (non-linear least-squares fitting). Consequently, we present the iRRT as a stable and reliable tool for solving the inverse Laplace transform problem present in experiments such as DOSY.